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Abstract

We report detailed photophysical studies on the two-photon fluorescence processes of the solvatochromic fluorophore 4-DMN as a conjugate of the important calmodulin (CaM) and the associated CaM-binding peptide M13. Strong two-photon fluorescence enhancement has been observed which is associated with calcium binding. It is found that the two-photon absorption cross-section is strongly dependent on the local environment surrounding the 4-DMN fluorophore in the CaM conjugates, providing sensitivity between sites of fluorophore attachment. Utilizing time-resolved measurements, the emission dynamics of 4-DMN under various environmental (solvent) conditions are analyzed. In addition, anisotropy measurements reveal that the 4-DMN-S38C-CaM system has restricted rotation in the calcium-bound calmodulin. To establish the utility for cellular imaging, two-photon fluorescence microscopy studies were also carried out with the 4-DMN-modified M13 peptide in cells. Together, these studies provide strong evidence that 4-DMN is a useful probe in two-photon imaging, with advantageous properties for cellular experiments.
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Introduction

In the past decade there have been many important developments in both the synthesis of fluorescent probes and creation of new fluorescence-based methodologies.\textsuperscript{1,2} Recently, a family of solvatochromic dyes including dialkylamino-substituted phthalimide and naphthalimide derivatives has been adapted as biological probes to detect protein interactions and conformational changes.\textsuperscript{3–8} In the previous studies, one-photon methodologies were utilized to analyze how changes in biological environment influenced fluorescence properties including quantum yield or emission profiles. While useful probes have resulted from these studies, there is certainly the potential to develop even more
sensitive (and spatially selective) methods of fluorescence-based detection. One such approach is the application two-photon excited fluorescence (TPEF) techniques.

TPEF has been shown to be a sensitive tool for probing the excited-state of organic molecules and correlating structure-function relationships. Due to the power of this method, two-photon excited processes have been used as a tool for fluorescence-based imaging as well as the foundation for sensitive methods for monitoring aggregation and conformational changes in biomolecules. In this case, the information obtained by the two-photon technique has proven to be inaccessible by linear optical methods. Furthermore, two-photon excitation has superior sensitivity to changes in transition dipole moments of the excited fluorophore, as well as greater spatial focusing and depth penetration relative to one-photon excitation, and a reduced probability of autofluorescence (scattering) as well as photodamage. While two-photon-based methodologies have been investigated for a number of biomolecular processes and compared to one-photon fluorescence processes, there are many important questions that remain in regards to their functionality in diverse biological applications.

Calmodulin (CaM) is a 148 amino acid signaling protein that is responsive to calcium ion fluxes and that regulates more than 30 enzymes and affects virtually all biological processes. To function, CaM utilizes a pair of structural motifs called EF-hands. The EF-hand motifs bind calcium ions, causing the N- and C-termini of CaM to bury into distinct hydrophobic pockets thereby exposing a methionine-rich hydrophobic patch on the protein. This exposed hydrophobic patch allows CaM to bind to and activate other proteins. To underscore its importance, CaM is the primary Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-binding protein expressed in the human genome.

Various organic fluorophores have been used to probe protein-protein interactions and the ion binding properties of calmodulin. Of particular interest to the current study, the 4-N,N-dimethylamino-1,8-naphthalimide (4-DMN) solvatochromic fluorophore has been applied to CaM and its peptide binding partner M13 in the presence and absence of calcium. For example, an amino acid analog including 4-DMN has been integrated into M13 to monitor CaM-M13 interactions in the presence and absence of Ca(II). Later, a series of cysteine-reactive derivatives were developed to enable selective protein labeling, which was first demonstrated with CaM. In this case, the targeted bioconjugation of CaM with 4-DMN also enabled the development of a sensitive system for calcium detection. Ultimately, the direct introduction of 4-DMN amino acids into peptides and reagents for protein labeling with Cys-reactive 4-DMN derivatives resulted in general approaches for ligand-induced fluorescent enhancement through tertiary structure modulations that alter the local environment of the 4-DMN fluorophore.

Single-photon emission spectra have been reported and demonstrate the photophysical behavior of 4-DMN in these calmodulin systems. For example, the 4-DMN-M13 peptide calmodulin system exhibits ~140-fold fluorescence signal enhancement in the presence of calcium-bound CaM. Similarly, direct cysteine labeling to afford specific 4-DMN-CaM covalent conjugates exhibit fluorescence signal enhancements upon calcium addition from ~5-fold to ~130-fold, depending on the site where the 4-DMN is covalently attached to CaM. It has been suggested that solvent polarity, solvent relaxation rates, orientation to electric fields, and environmental rigidity influence the observed fluorescence lifetime and/or quantum yield of the 4-DMN fluorophore. However, a detailed quantification of absorption and emission properties has not yet been conducted in these systems. In order to optimize functionality of the 4-DMN fluorophore, there are a number of photophysical questions that must be addressed. How does the 4-DMN environment in the calmodulin system influence absorption and emission? Why are certain sites of 4-DMN attachment
better than others? And while previous studies incorporating 4-DMN have utilized a one-photon regime, \(^3\text{–}^6\) whether it might be possible for to exploit application of approaches in the two-photon regime to enhance signal sensitivity and later imaging.

In this study we investigate the two-photon effects of three 4-DMN calmodulin variants. To examine absorption, 4-DMN-M13 + CaM (Figure 1A), 4-DMN-S38C-CaM (Figure 1B), and 4-DMN-E11C-CaM (Figure 1B) two-photon cross-sections in the presence and absence of calcium are reported. Quantum yield measurements of all variants are reported and time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) is utilized to analyze the fluorescence dynamics of 4-DMN-S38C-CaM. We further demonstrate the ability to employ two-photon emission spectroscopy to image the calcium-dependent binding of the 4DMN-M13 peptide to endogenous CaM in live HeLa cells.

II. Experimental

A. Materials

The wild type CaM, 4-DMN-M13, and CaM-4DMN mutant derivatives (S38C, E11C) were prepared according to previously reported protocols.\(^3,^4\) In particular, the CaM-S38C and CaM-E11C mutants were selected because these systems exhibited diverse fluorescence enhancements thereby providing systems with different signals to test the sensitivity for future potential applications.\(^4\) Ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA) was added to chelate excess calcium for the non-calcium control. For the CaM + 4-DMN-M13 protein-peptide system, final conditions were 3.3 \(\mu\)L of 1.5 M CaM, 2.0 \(\mu\)L of 1.0 M 4-DMN-M13, 2.0 \(\mu\)L of 200 M CaCl\(_2\) or 1.0 \(\mu\)L of 50 M EGTA, with tris-buffered saline (TBS), (pH 7.4) constituting the final 200 \(\mu\)L. For CaM-4DMN Cys conjugates, final conditions were 6 \(\mu\)L of 1.5 M CaM, 1.2 \(\mu\)L of 200 M CaCl\(_2\) or 1.0 \(\mu\)L of 50 M EGTA, with TBS constituting the final 200 \(\mu\)L. Samples were pipetted into a 50-\(\mu\)L micro-cuvette for all experiments.

B. Photophysical studies

One-photon spectroscopy studies were performed using a FluoroMax-2 Fluorometer with an integration time of 0.100 s and slits set at 2 nm. All emission scans were performed at 420 nm excitation while scanning 450-800 nm emission. Quantum yield was determined by integrating the absolute fluorescence intensity from the emission scan of each sample. This integrated value was compared to the integrated absolute fluorescence intensity of a Coumarin 307 standard dissolved in methanol (\(\phi_{497\text{ nm}} = 0.95\pm 0.02\)) and Coumarin 153 dissolved in ethanol (\(\phi_{402\text{ nm}} = 0.544\pm 0.03\)).\(^{24,25}\)

Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting (~1 ns resolution) was performed using a Tsunami Ti:Sapphire laser with pulses of ~20 fs width mode-locked at 840 nm. Using a cavity dumper, the beam exits the laser cavity with a repetition rate of 755 kHz. Average pulse energy is ~13 nJ. A BBO crystal converts the 840 nm pulsed light into 420 nm excitation pulses. The fluorescence from the sample is collected at 500 nm to a right angle of excitation. Time resolution is created by using a Time to Amplitude Converted (TAC), a linear ramp generator. Detailed procedures can be is found in previously published work.\(^{18,26}\)

Two-Photon Spectroscopy was performed using a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser delivering ~30-fs output pulses at a repetition rate of 90 MHz. All emission scans were performed at 800 nm excitation while scanning 450-700 nm emission. Two-photon power dependent fluorescence intensity was utilized to determine two-photon absorption cross-section through the TPEF method.\(^{27,28}\) Input power from the laser was varied using a variable neutral density filter. The emission detection wavelength during the power dependence scan was selected by the emission wavelength that produced the highest number of counts at 800...
nm excitation. Coumarin 307 dissolved in methanol was used as a standard \((\phi_{\delta})_{800 \text{ nm}} = 15 \text{ GM})\). Special attention was paid to suppressing any spurious signals such as scattered light, possible fluorescence impurities etc. (see Supporting Information for details).

C. Cellular imaging studies

HeLa cells were obtained in DMEM (without phenol red) supplemented with 10% FBS, 1 mM glutamine, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin in a humid incubator at 37°C and 5% CO₂. Cells subjected to imaging were seeded in 35 mm glass-bottom dishes at 70-80% confluence in DMEM lacking phenol red. Cells were incubated with 4DMN-labeled M13 peptide for 12 h and immediately before imaging cells were washed with PBS followed by adding DMEM containing 5 mM ionomycin and 2 μM CaCl₂ or 5 mM ionomycin and 1 μM EGTA (no calcium), respectively. Images were acquired at 37°C using a Zeiss LSM 710 NLO laser scanning confocal microscope with an inverted microscope platform and 20× objective with a resolution of 512×512 pixels. For one-photon excitation microscopy a 488 nm (Argon laser) was used for excitation and the fluorescence was detected in the range of 500-540 nm. For two-photon excitation microscopy an ultra II femtosecond pulsed-IR laser at 780 nm was used for excitation of 4-DMN and the emission was measured in the range of 500 – 540 nm. Incubation of the cells with 4-DMN-labeled M13 peptide without pretreatment with ionomycin resulted in a weaker fluorescence signal increase since endogenous Ca²⁺ is already present in the cells.

III. Results and Discussion

One-Photon Spectroscopy

Shown in Figure 2 are the one-photon emission spectra for the calmodulin-peptide (4DMN-M13) and ion-binding fluorescent systems (E11C, S38C). In all cases, the 400nm excitation was used. As shown in Figure 2, there is fluorescence signal enhancement in the calcium-bound state of CaM. The M13 and S38C systems exhibit approximately equivalent fluorescence enhancements with calcium binding (±115-fold), whereas the signal for the 4-DMN-modified E11C is considerably less enhanced once calcium is bound (±8.4-fold). All three samples exhibited relatively low fluorescence quantum yields in the calcium-free state on the order of ∼0.5%. However, for the case of the 4DMN-M13 bound to Ca²⁺: CaM complex, the quantum yield increased to approximately 20% (see Table 2). The enhancement in the fluorescence signal in the case of the calcium-bound samples is in part explained by the increased quantum yield however, there are more details regarding this process, which may be understood utilizing other more sensitive fluorescence techniques.

B. Two-Photon Spectroscopy

Two-photon emission measurements were performed on the 4-DMN fluorophore in DMF, the CaM + 4-DMN-M13 system, and the CaM-E11C and CaM-S38C direct mutants. Similar to the one photon excitation scheme we observed large calcium-dependent two-photon excited fluorescence enhancement in each of the CaM systems. CaM + 4-DMN-M13 and CaM-S38C systems exhibit fluorescence enhancement on the order of magnitude of ±81-fold and ±97-fold under two-photon excitation (Figure 3). Compared to CaM + 4-DMN-M13 and CaM-S38C, CaM-E11C has a smaller order of enhancement (±7.9-fold), with a comparable calcium-free fluorescence quantum yield. Two-photon excited fluorescence spectra have been observed slightly broadened and red shifted (by ±1-7nm) in comparison with one-photon excited ones. This small difference is associated with the inhomogeneous broadening of the probe system\(^{29}\) as well as with the some disturbance of spectrometer calibration with increased slit widths to detect weaker TPA –excited fluorescence.

\(^{27}\)\(^{29}\)
The relative magnitude of enhancement between calcium-bound and calcium-free samples is statistically significant. Due to several advantages, the key result of obtaining the enhanced fluorescence at longer excitation wavelengths (out of resonance) may advantageously impact future applications. In general, multi-photon excitation has advantages over single photon techniques since it utilizes a lower excitation frequency and provides greater focusing at a defined emission wavelength. Due to the excitation wavelength falling into the near IR region, this excitation route possess less scattering and absorption in the tissue. Furthermore, the two-photon cross-section is directly proportional to the square of transition dipole moment as well as to the square of change of the static dipole moment after excitation, and thus these methodologies can detect changes in protein conformation, excited-state dipoles, and charge transfer character with a high degree of sensitivity.

Two-photon absorption cross-sections were measured and compared with 4-DMN in DMF (Table 1). Interestingly, the largest cross-section was obtained for the S38C system. When one takes into account the changes in the quantum yield, the actual two-photon absorption cross-section does not significantly change between calcium-free and calcium-bound M13 and E11C samples. This trend may seem paradoxical, since the effective solvent environment changes when calcium is added. The reason can be associated with the fact that the quantum the fluorescence quantum yield is affected by the rate of non-radiative relaxation of the probe in the molecular configuration following the initial Frank-Condon configuration relevant to the instantaneous two-photon absorption process. Calcium change strongly affects this nonradiative decay channel suggestively via transition excited state which was found to be very sensitive to the solvent polarity for a close analog of 4DMN. On the other hand, several studies have shown that two-photon cross-section can be minimally affected by solvent for some fluorophores. One sees slightly different trend for the S38C sample, where the cross-section does change upon addition of calcium. This particular system illustrated a number of different properties, which illustrated the sensitivity of the two-photon method (see below).

From measurements with the different variants one might suggest that the two-photon cross-section depends rather strongly on the site of 4-DMN attachment. At the same time, the trend in TPA cross-section is not substantially affected by the calcium change: when going from E11C configuration to the S38C configuration the TPA cross section increases by factor ~31 for Ca-free systems in comparison with still strong enhancement by factor ~20.5 for Ca-bound systems. This indicates that the TPA- response and fluorescence quantum yield change with the calcium presence are controlled by different local environment mechanisms affecting different molecular configurations as we mentioned above (see more details below). Site-dependent TPA cross-section changes may be attributable to differences in local static dipole, and local electric field since the two-photon cross-section is dependent on the square of the static dipole difference between the ground and excited state. As Rebane et al. characterized for β-barrel structures, the magnitude of the local electric field in proteins can be frequently high, affecting the magnitude of static dipole moment. Assuming that the 4-DMN fluorophore has an intrinsic change in polarizability between ground and excited state, we can examine local electric field effects on two-photon cross-section in 4-DMN variants. Interestingly, 4-DMN in DMF does not possess large TPA cross-section. This can be associated with the isotropic environment of the probe in this case cancelling out a substantial part of the anisotropic electron density effect.

Depending on the orientation of the local electric field, the dipole moment can either be enhanced or suppressed. Since the 4-DMN-M13 + CaM linker system has an average cross-section of 1.2, approximately 1/4 the magnitude of the 4-DMN control, the local electric field must have an orientation that suppresses the two-photon cross-section. On the other hand, S38C-4DMN-CaM, with an average two-photon cross-section <20, may have a
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local electric field with an orientation that enhances the two-photon cross-section. E11C-4-DMN-CaM, with an average two-photon cross-section of 4.7, does not exhibit cross-sectional enhancement or suppression. We can estimate local electric field by assigning acidic amino acids with a whole charge of -1 and basic amino acids with a whole charge of +1.35 For example, 4-DMN-S38C-CaM is adjacent to a basic arginine residue (PDB: IUP5). Therefore, by assigning arginine with a whole charge value of +1, it is reasonable to suggest that S38C may have a strong local electric field oriented away from the site, resulting in two-photon cross-sectional enhancement.

Conversely, 4-DMN-E11C-CaM is directly adjacent to two neutral amino acids (left: alanine, right: phenylalanine). Additionally, E11C has lysine (+1) and glutamic acid (-1) residues adjacent by 2 and 3 amino acids to the right and two additional glutamic residues (-1) adjacent by 4 and 5 amino acids to the left. Assuming that amino acids in closer proximity contribute more to the local electric field, the presence of the closer lysine residue may negate the presence of the larger number of glutamic acid residues surrounding the E11C site. As a consequence, E11C would not have an effective local electric field, producing a two-photon cross-section comparable to the 4-DMN control. Although we assume that the change in polarizability between ground state and excited state does not change with fluorophore location, theoretical calculations suggest that amino acids can impact polarizability as well.36

C. Quantum Yield

For 4-DMN in DMF solvent, we report a quantum yield of 0.288. However in aqueous solvent, the quantum yield of 4-DMN is dramatically reduced. Next, we measured the quantum yield of 4-DMN in calmodulin systems (Table 2). The 4-DMN-S38C-CaM system has the highest calcium-bound quantum yield at 0.26. Furthermore, the S38C calmodulin mutant has the lowest calcium-free quantum yield at 0.002. This, again, suggests this system showing the strongest fluorescence enhancement associated with calcium binding. In contrast, 4-DMN-E11C-CaM has the smallest calcium-bound quantum yield (0.059) and the largest calcium-free quantum yield (0.007) which can be associated with lower non-radiative decay rate for later system.

As a baseline for comparison, we utilized the quantum yields reported for 4-dialkylamino-1,8-naphthalimide (MNP), a close analog of 4-DMN (4-DMN linker replaced with butyl chain).37 MNP demonstrates quantum yield dependence correlated with solvent polarity.37 In polar solvents including EtOH and MeOH, the quantum yield was reported at less than 0.01.37 In non-polar solvents such as hexane, the quantum yield was as high as 0.82.37 Like MNP, 4-DMN calmodulin variants exhibit sensitive solvent dependence to modulate quantum yield changes. For example, the CaM variants which are calcium free are likely to display 4-DMN, in an open environment, which is exposed to the aqueous, polar solvent, all show quantum yield values of less than 0.01. These values are even lower than reported QY values for MNP in ethanol, attributable to water-cluster formation.38 Upon calcium addition, quantum yield increases due to folding, exposing 4-DMN to a more effective hydrophobic environment.3 The maximization of the fluorescence efficiency between calcium-bound and calcium-free 4-DMN, one should maximize changes in polarity. Two-photon cross-section does not seem to be significantly dependent on the isotropic solvent polarity. It seems to be an opportunity to disentangle (to some extent) the two-photon absorption properties of 4-DMN from emission characteristics to develop an efficient TPA calcium probe. To gain a deeper understanding of temporal fluorescence emission, time-correlated single-photon counting was performed on 4-DMN (DMF) and 4-DMN-S38C-CaM, the calmodulin derivative with the greatest sensitivity between calcium-bound and non-bound conformations.
D. Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting

The dynamics of the fluorescence was investigated by time-correlated single photon counting on the 4-DMN-S38C-CaM systems, which exhibited the largest two-photon fluorescence sensitivity as discussed above. As seen in Figure 6, calcium-bound 4-DMN-S38C-CaM exhibits the longest decay lifetime, with a single-exponential decay lifetime of 10.2 ± 0.3 ns. Calcium-free 4-DMN-S38C-CaM has showed multi-exponential decay with a dominant fast decaying component with the time constant 64ps (~98.5% amplitude contribution). We also performed time-correlated single-photon counting on the 4-DMN fluorophore dissolved in DMF, which demonstrated a mono-exponential decay lifetime of 8.2 ± 0.3 ns.

The faster decay rate of calcium-free 4-DMN-S38C-CaM relative to its calcium-bound counterpart is attributable to increased non-radiative decay through multiple relaxation pathways. The nonradiative decay rates can be estimated from the quantum yield and the fluorescence lifetime to be ≈ 0.064ns, 13.8ns for calcium–free system and calcium-added systems, respectively (the major fast decay component in multiexponential decay of 4MN-S38C-CaM+EGPA was used for calculation). These data undoubtedly showed the key role of nonradiative relaxation channel in the fluorescence quantum yield change and calcium sensitivity. An increased rate of nonradiative decay for the model system 1-8-dialkylaminonaphthalimides in polar solvents was suggested to be linked to a stabilized planar transition state, increasing the probability of N4 nitrogen inversion. This can explain much smaller sensitivity of TPA cross-section to the calcium change in comparison with the quantum yield as the former is associated with the ground state molecular configuration. In addition to this, we expect that the elevated rate of the non-radiative decay in aqueous solvent is caused by hydrogen bonding and water cluster formation in the dialkylaminonaphthalimides. Because its non-radiative decay is higher, the quantum yield of calcium-free 4-DMN-S38C-CaM is smaller. In contrast, calcium-bound 4-DMN-S38C-CaM has a prolonged lifetime because the fluorophore is more shielded from aqueous solvent and exists in a more non-polar environment. As a consequence to this, calcium-bound 4-DMN-S38C-CaM will have a higher quantum yield. This phenomena is similar to trends observed for the MNP fluorophore, where increasing polarity led to a shortening of lifetime.

Anisotropy measurements reveal a different trend in decay times, as seen in Figure 7 and in Table 3. The anisotropic decay of the 4-DMN fluorophore is very short, within the range of the IRF. Calcium-bound 4-DMN-S38C-CaM has the longest anisotropy decay, with a $\tau_1$ value at 13.3 ± 0.5 ns. Calcium-free 4-DMN-S38C-CaM has a bi-exponential decay, with a $\tau_1$ value of 1.8 ns ± 0.5 ns ($A_1 = 0.333$) and a $\tau_2$ value of 17.3 ± 1.0 ns ($A_2 = 0.067$). The long rate of anisotropic decay in calcium-bound 4-DMN-S38C-CaM, on the order of 10+ ns, indicates that the fluorophore has restricted motion. Considering that the fluorophore is tucked into a hydrophobic pocket within the calmodulin architecture, we can infer that the calmodulin folded environment locks the fluorophore into a fixed plane. In contrast, calcium-free 4-DMN-S38C-CaM exhibits a fast component of anisotropic decay combined with a slower component (bi-exponential anisotropic decay). Because the fast component of decay is dominant ($A_1/A_2 \approx 5$), the bulk of calcium-free anisotropic decay exhibits relatively unrestricted rotation.

However, the $A_2$ component of decay suggests that the calcium-free fluorophore has orientations where rotation is hindered. We propose that these restricted orientations correspond to the linker region, where 4-DMN is covalently attached to the calmodulin peptide. Lastly, our results suggest that 4-DMN fluorophore (DMF) can freely rotate in solution without restriction, explaining its sub-nanosecond anisotropy decay lifetime. We have also performed time resolved measurement for the 4DMN-M13 system using...
fluorescence upconversion setup with subpicosecond time resolution. These measurements demonstrated a similar trend in isotropic and anisotropic fluorescence decays as for S38C system (Figure 8)

High residual fluorescence anisotropy for calcium bound 4-DMN-M13-CaM indicates that the fluorophore undergoes highly restricted rotation in this case. This can be associated with locking of the fluorophore in the calmodulin folded environment similar to what was observed for the S38C. At the same time calcium-free 4-DMN-M13 system demonstrated very fast loss of the fluorescence anisotropy resulted from probe rotational motion with minor restrictions. The locking of the chromophore and associated decrease of the nonradiative decay rate seems to play a key role in the fluorescence enhancement in calcium-bound systems investigated in this work.

F. Live cell imaging of endogenous CaM using the 4DMN labeled M13 peptide

To explore the utility of the 4-DMN labeled M13 peptide to sense endogenous CaM in living HeLa cells, we performed a series of imaging experiments using fluorescence microscopy. Therefore living HeLa cells were incubated with the 4-DMN labeled M13 peptide at a 10 μM concentration for 12 h. The M13 peptide is an 18mer peptide with 7 out of 18 amino acid having charged side chains which indicates that the M13 peptide is a cell penetrating peptide. A Ca²⁺ dependent fluorescence change could be monitored by either adding the selective calcium ionophore agent ionomycin and CaCl₂ which raises the intracellular level of calcium (see Figure 9A). The addition of ionomycin and EGTA will lead to a decreased intracellular level of calcium. Cells incubated with the 4-DMN labeled M13 peptide showed a faint fluorescence intensity, whereas prompt increase in HeLa cell fluorescence was observed upon addition of ionomycin/CaCl₂ (Figure 9B), as determined by widefield microscopy in live HeLa cell samples. We also added ionomycin/EGTA and could observe a decrease in fluorescence (Figure 8C). The sensitivity of the 2P images appeared to be better compared to the 1P images, which show a higher background fluorescence. This can be explained by the fact that in the confocal image a significant proportion of the fluorescence signal that is being collected is autofluorescence, since 4-DMN is being excited at 488 nm. Autofluorescence in 2P microscopy is less pronounced since excitation occurs at 780 nm. The successful imaging of endogenous CaM using the 4DMN-labeled M13 peptide proved the ability to use TPEF to detect 4DMN fluorescence in living cells.

IV. Conclusions

In this contribution, we have reported two-photon absorption and emission characteristics of the 4-DMN fluorophore in 4-DMN-M13, CaM-E11C, and CaM-S38C variants. We have observed one-photon excited fluorescence enhancement in the calcium-bound state, corresponding to enhancement in a quantum yield. Utilizing two-photon spectroscopy, we have reported two-photon emission and two-photon cross-sections for 4-DMN-M13, CaM-E11C, and CaM-S38C systems. We have also observed fluorescence enhancement of two-photon excited fluorescence in the calcium-added state. Due to the added benefits of a two-photon methodology, the results suggest that two-photon spectroscopy can provide greater benefits for the 4-DMN fluorophore. We have obtained strong evidence of two-photon cross-section correlation to the location of 4-DMN placement on the calmodulin peptide. Enhancement of two-photon absorption cross-section by a factor up to ∼8.8 for the S38C attachment configuration as compared to the probe in the reference solution has been observed. This opens the way for two-photon detection and imaging at increased signal-to-noise ratio. From our measurements we infer that 4-DMN in calmodulin exhibits a high rate of non-radiative decay through a stabilized planar conformation in polar solvents. Anisotropy lifetime measurements of S38C-CaM and M13-CaM add to this model; they suggest that the 4-DMN fluorophore is locked in a static, “lock-and-key”, conformation
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upon calcium binding. This static conformation would inhibit fluorophore interaction, increasing the extent of radiative decay. This suggests that enhancement between bound and non-bound 4-DMN-calmodulin conformations can be further optimized.
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Figure 1.
A) Ca\(^{2+}\) activation and binding of CaM (gray) to an M13 peptide mutant (blue) that contains an amino acid with the solvatochromic fluorophore 4-DMN as the side chain. Upon complex formation, 4-DMN exhibits an increase in fluorescence. (PDB of CaM apo state: 1DMO and Ca\(^{2+}\)-CaM-M13 complex: 2BBM) B) CaM in the apo state and formation of Ca\(^{2+}\) activation of a CaM mutant (gray) with the bound calcium ions indicated by spheres (orange). Both structures indicate the two chosen sites for cysteine mutagenesis E11C and S38C, respectively. Ca\(^{2+}\) activation results in burying the attached 4-DMN in either the E11C or the S38C mutant within one of the newly formed hydrophobic pockets, which leads to increased fluorescence. (PDB of CaM apo state: 1DMO and Ca\(^{2+}\)-CaM: 1UP5)
Figure 2.
One-photon emission of 4-DMN-CaM fluorescence systems under calcium-free and calcium-bound conditions at 400 nm excitation.
Figure 3.
Two-photon emission of 4-DMN-CaM fluorescent systems under calcium-free and calcium-bound conditions at 800 nm excitation.
Figure 5.
Crystal structure of S38C (left) and E11C (right) sites on CaM. The orange residue is the site of 4-DMN attachment. Blue residues correspond to basic amino acids. Red residues correspond to acidic amino acids. Cyan residues are neutral amino acids. The 4-DMN fluorophore is tucked into the hydrophobic pocket of the calmodulin protein, folding into the center of the image. Considering that linker length is $\sim 6$ Å and fluorophore length is $\sim 10$ Å, we can approximate fluorophore location at each site (shown by black box).
Figure 6.
Time-resolved fluorescence lifetime at 420 nm excitation and 500 nm detection. Best fit results are shown in Table 3.
Figure 7.
Time-correlated single photon counting anisotropy at 420 nm excitation and 500 nm detection. Best fit results are shown in Table 3.
Figure 8. Time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy for 4-DMN-M13 system at 400 nm excitation and 500 nm detection measured with 0.2ps time resolution
Figure 9.
Schematic of the system for image-based detection of endogenous CaM employing the 4-DMN-labeled M13 peptide. The M13 peptide sequence is predicted to penetrate through the plasma membrane as it has a high relative abundance of positively charged amino acids (7 out of 18). Due to the Ca\(^{2+}\) induced interaction of the 4-DMN-labeled M13 peptide and CaM the fluorescence increases. The fluorescence can be decreased by addition of EGTA which consequently reduces the concentration of Ca\(^{2+}\). Two-photon excitation fluorescence (left), one-photon excitation fluorescence (center) and bright-field images (right) of living HeLa cells. The fluorescence images show the detection of endogenous CaM with 4-DMN-labeled M13 peptide incubated overnight, B) after addition of inomycin/Ca\(^{2+}\), and C) after addition of ionomycin/EGTA. Scale bar, 20 μm.
Table 1

Two-photon cross-sections for 4-DMN-CaM systems at 800 nm excitation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$\delta$ (GM)</th>
<th>Enhancement from DMF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-DMN (DMF)</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4DMN-M13 + EGTA</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4DMN-M13 + Ca$^{2+}$</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E11C + EGTA</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E11C + Ca$^{2+}$</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S38C + EGTA</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>8.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S38C + Ca$^{2+}$</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2
Quantum yield of CaM-4-DMN derivatives under calcium-free and calcium-bound conditions (30% of given quantity). The ratio of respective quantum yields is also shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantum Yield (φ)</th>
<th>M13</th>
<th>E11C</th>
<th>S38C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CaM-4DMN + EGTA</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CaM-4DMN + Ca(^{2+})</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ratio of quantum yields

| CaM-4DMN + EGTA/CaM-4DMN + Ca\(^{2+}\) | 64.20 | 8.58  | 130.00 |
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Table 3
Summary of time-correlated single photon counting decay lifetimes at 420 nm excitation and 500 nm detection. For double exponential decays relative component’s amplitudes are shown in parenthesis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Fluorescence Lifetime (ns)</th>
<th>Anisotropy Lifetime (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-DMN (DMF)</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-DMN-S38C-CaM + EGTA</td>
<td>0.064(0.985), 2.31(0.015)</td>
<td>1.8 (0.83), 17.3 (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-DMN-S38C-CaM + Ca2+</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>13.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>